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EQUIPPED

Nomex®/Kevlar® High 
Temperature Heavy Duty  
Lanyards Offer Extended 
Protection For Users In 

Environments Where 
Falling Is Not The Only 

Hazard

Tough

Flame/Heat  
Resistant

“If you are welding, or in a potentially explosive or 
high-voltage electrical environment, you want the 
protection of Nomex®/Kevlar®”.

Durable

Model No. Z90200909NK

Model No. Z90200909NKE

100% Compatible
Model No. Z60204545NKE
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Capital Safety:
Australia: 1800 245 002    New Zealand: 0800-212 505    Asia: +852 2992 0381
USA: 800-328-6146    Canada: 800-387-7484    Northern Europe: +44 (0) 1928 57 1324    
Europe, Middle East & Africa: +33 (0) 497 10 00 10    Or visit: WWW.CAPITALSAFETY.COM.AU

Hooks: 9502116- Type - Double action; Material - Alloy steel; Resistance - 22kN, Gate Rating - 16kN; Gate opening - 20mm. Karabiners: 
R119 - Type - Triple action; Material - Stainless steel; Resistance - 41kN, Gate Rating - 16kN; Gate opening - 22mm. LPD: Polycarbonate 
(design patent pending). Thread: Shock pack - Polyester; Lanyard tail - Kevlar®. Webbing: Lanyard Tail - 45mm Nomex®/Kevlar®; Shock 
pack - 45mm polyester. Temperature (working environment): -20ºC to +200ºC (guide only) Capacity: 50-160kg (combined weight of 
person, tools, clothing, etc.). Minimum Breaking Strength: 15kN. Activation: Activates at a minimum force of 200kg. Maximum Arresting 
Force: Impact force on user is kept below 6kN (in the event of a fall). Lanyard Extension: In the event of a fall lanyard may extend an 
additional length of 1.75m. Compatibility: DBI-SALA lanyards are designed for use with DBI-SALA approved harnesses, components or 
systems, or as recommended by a competent person Standards: Complies with AS/NZS 1891.1:2007 Country of Origin: U.S.A./Australia. 
Special Instructions/Conditions of Use: Reading user instruction manual prior to use is essential. An additional 200mm is required in fall 
clearance allowances for workers between 136kg and 160kg (combined weight of person, tools, clothing, etc.). If a dorsal extension is part of 
your harness, the maximum lanyard assembly permitted is 1.7m or less. Nomex®/Kevlar® are brands registered by DuPont.
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16kN gate strength 
on all hooks - 
removes the risk 
of accidental 
disengagement 
from 
excessive 
gate 
loadings

Latch Protection Device (LPD) on all hooks 
reduces the risk of unintentional ‘tripping’ of 
the locking gate on double action hooks and 

provides abrasion resistance to the webbing that 
is attached to the hook eye.

Rated to 160kg - ideal for all workers regardless 
of shape, size and weight

(where combined weight of person, tools, clothing, etc. is 
between 50 - 160kg)

Specifications:

Part Number Length Style Tails Harness 
Connector

End 
Connector

Weight
(Approx.)

Z90200909NKE 2.0m Elasticated Single 9502116 9502116 1.45kg

Z90200909NK 2.0m Non Elasticated Single 9502116 9502116 1.40kg

Z60204545NKE 2.0m Elasticated Twin R119 R119 1.95kg

9502116

Tough Fall Protection for Tough 
Environments 
DBI-SALA’s Force2™ Shock Absorbing 
Nomex®/Kevlar® Lanyards are tough! They 
feature flame, heat and cut resistant 100% 
Kevlar® 29 webbing. The flame resistant 
Nomex outer cover will not melt through 
and delivers a 480°C char temperature, with 
the kevlar core providing heat resistance 
up to 350°C. The lanyards are constructed 
incorporating Kevlar® thread not utilised in 
many other Kevlar lanyards on the market 
to increase its resistance to heat, cuts and 
abrasion. A removable Nomex® shock pack 
cover provides protection to the plastic 
shock absorbing casing, and provides easy 
visual inspections. 

Designed for use in ‘Hot Work’ and the 
Utility Industries
DBI-SALA’s Force2™ Nomex®/Kevlar® 
Lanyards have been specifically designed 
for use in ‘Hot Work’ environments such as: 
welding, flame cutting and grinding, where 
sparks and slag can quickly ruin standard 
polyester webbing constructed lanyards.

The lanyards resistancy also makes this the 
ideal range for the utility industry working 
in high-voltage electrical environments 
in applications where static build up and 
static energy transfer is an issue, causing 
unexpected arc flashes that can ignite 
or melt standard fall protection lanyards 
leading to a failure to arrest a subsequent 
fall.

Note: Nomex®/Kevlar® harnesses are also 
available to complement/use with the 
lanyards.

Kevlar thread/stitching 
increases resistance to heat, 

cuts and abrasion  

Removable Nomex®  
shock pack cover, 
provides superior 
heat protection 
for clear shock 
pack casing and 
easy access for 
inspections

i-Safe™ enabled 
to track 

inspections, 
control inventory 

and manage 
information

ENABLEDENABLED

Fully compatible hardware to 
remove the risk of accidental 

disengagement from forced 
roll-out

Nomex®/Kevlar® 

webbing for flame, heat 
and cut resistance

DBI-SALA Lanyards are manufactured in a wide variety to suit your specific 
needs and applications, visit www.capitalsafety.com to view our entire range.

Quality 
ISO 9001
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